IMDbPro EMPOWERS TALENT REPS TO MANAGE THEIR CLIENTS’ PROFILES AND ADDS THOUSANDS OF CASTING NOTICES THROUGH NEW AGREEMENTS WITH AUDITION MAGIC, CASTING NETWORKS, Mandy.com AND NYCastings

The Latest IMDbPro Product Innovations Enable Talent Representatives to Set Their Clients’ IMDbPro “Known For” Credits, Primary and Featured Images and More; This Biographical Information Reaches Industry Decision-Makers on IMDbPro and Hundreds of Millions of Customers on Sites and Services Whose Entertainment Industry Data is Powered by IMDbPro, including IMDb, Prime Video and Amazon Alexa

LOS ANGELES — September 25, 2019 — IMDbPro (www.imdbpro.com), the essential resource for entertainment industry professionals, today launched the latest new features in an ongoing series of product innovations designed to help industry professionals advance their careers, as follows: talent representatives can now manage their clients’ profiles if they and their clients are both IMDbPro members; and the addition of thousands of searchable casting notices on IMDbPro through new agreements with leading global sites Casting Networks, Audition Magic, Mandy.com and NYCastings (soon to be DirectSubmit.com).

“IMDbPro’s mission is to empower entertainment industry professionals around the world to advance their careers, and the powerful new features we’re launching today for both aspiring and established industry professionals are designed to do exactly that,” said Matt Kumin, Head of IMDbPro. “With the new availability of thousands of active casting notices from leading global casting services on IMDbPro, and the frequently-requested ability for talent representatives to now quickly and conveniently update their clients’ IMDbPro profiles, we’re making it even easier for IMDbPro members and their reps to showcase their best and most relevant work to industry decision-makers and fans worldwide.”

Additional IMDbPro member-only benefits include the following: detailed contact and representation information; more than 25,000 in-development film and TV titles not available on IMDb; tools to manage and showcase their IMDb profile, including selecting their primary images and the credits they are best “known for”; exclusive STARmeter rankings that are determined by page views on IMDb; the ability to build lists of professionals and projects they’re interested in connecting with; the IMDbPro app for iPhone and Android; IMDbPro Track, which empowers members to receive personalized entertainment industry news and updates on the people and film and TV projects they want to follow; and a convenient tool that generates custom digital assets to promote their work on social media and other platforms. To become a member today, visit www.imdbpro.com.

IMDbPro Now Enables Talent Representatives to Update Their Clients’ Profiles on IMDbPro

Talent representatives including agents, managers and publicists can now set their clients’ “known for” credits, primary and featured images and more on their behalf if they and their clients are both IMDbPro members. These changes will be reflected for industry decision-makers on IMDbPro and hundreds of millions of customers across all sites and services who rely on IMDbPro for entertainment industry data, including IMDb, Prime Video and Amazon Alexa. Talent representatives can easily request access to their clients’ profiles from the newly enhanced Clients List on IMDbPro.

“The new shared editing experience on IMDbPro is excellent,” said Teresa ‘Teri’ Ritter, President of Ritter Talent Agency. “It allows me to control how decision makers see my clients and is very easy to
initiate with my actors. With just a few clicks of my mouse, I can easily change my clients’ primary image, set their featured images, known for credits and more. Shared editing helps me ensure my clients’ IMDb pages are always up-to-date, fresh, and that they’re putting their best foot forward to those viewing their accounts.”

**IMDbPro Now Offers Members Thousands of Active Casting Notices**
IMDbPro today launched one of the largest selections of casting notices on IMDbPro.com and its iPhone and Android apps. In addition to notices posted directly on IMDbPro, which have been available to members for years, new relationships with leading global sites have added thousands of active casting notices to IMDbPro. Notices from Casting Networks, Mandy.com and NYCastings (soon to be DirectSubmit.com) are now available, and notices from Audition Magic will soon be added. Members can quickly and easily discover the most relevant opportunities by searching casting notices by location, posting date and more. Once they find a role to apply to, they are taken to the service to complete their submission. Members can access available casting notices from the “Casting Notices” page in the IMDbPro toolbar.

“Casting Networks’ collaboration with IMDbPro will increase exposure and result in even more high-quality submissions for projects released on our Casting Billboard,” said Casting Networks co-CEOs Rafi Gordon and Alex Amin in a joint statement. “Expanding the reach of casting notices to a larger group of entertainment industry professionals not only empowers performers to grow their careers but also benefits casting directors as they will have an even more diverse pool of top talent to invite to audition.”

**About IMDbPro**
IMDbPro ([http://www.imdbpro.com](http://www.imdbpro.com)) is the essential resource for entertainment industry professionals. This membership-based service includes comprehensive information and tools that are designed to help entertainment industry professionals achieve success throughout all stages of their career. IMDbPro offers members the following: detailed contact and representation information; tools to manage and showcase their IMDb profile, including the ability to select their primary images and the credits they are best “known for”; exclusive STARmeter rankings that are determined by page views on IMDb; the IMDbPro app for [iPhone](https://www.imdb.com/press) and [Android](https://www.imdb.com/press); IMDbPro Track, which empowers members using the app to receive personalized entertainment industry news and notifications on the people and film and TV projects they want to follow; and a convenient tool that generates custom digital assets to promote their work on social media and other platforms. Additional IMDbPro services include Box Office Mojo ([http://www.boxofficemojo.com](http://www.boxofficemojo.com)), the leading online source of box-office data. IMDbPro is a division of IMDb ([www.imdb.com](http://www.imdb.com)), the #1 movie website in the world with a combined web and mobile audience of more than 200 million unique monthly visitors. Follow IMDbPro on Facebook ([https://www.facebook.com/imdbpro/](https://www.facebook.com/imdbpro/)), Instagram ([https://www.instagram.com/imdbpro/](https://www.instagram.com/imdbpro/)) and Twitter ([https://twitter.com/imdbpro](https://twitter.com/imdbpro)).

**About IMDb**
IMDb is the world’s most popular and authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows and celebrities. Products and services to help fans decide what to watch and where to watch it include: the IMDb website for [desktop](http://www.imdb.com) and [mobile devices](http://www.imdb.com); apps for iOS and Android; and IMDb X-Ray on Fire TV devices. IMDb also operates a free streaming channel, [IMDb TV](https://www.imdb.com/press), and produces original video series including “The IMDb Show” and “Casting Calls.” For entertainment industry professionals, IMDb provides IMDbPro and Box Office Mojo. IMDb is an Amazon company. For more information, visit [www.imdb.com/press](http://www.imdb.com/press) and follow @IMDb.
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